Comment: ‘Functional forms’ & socio-economic measures.

Café conversation session: Socio-economic measures

Whether a measure is ‘categorical’ or ‘metric’ influences the sort of analysis that
is done. Most socio-economic inequalities have an underlying gradational form. In
practice, they are often measured with categories. Sometimes, it’s reasonable to
assign a scale score to categories, making analysis much easier.
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Measures and variables relevant to studying civil society
Paul Lambert, University of Stirling
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Illustrative occupational positions in the UK

Example: Occupation-based measures can use both
categorical and metric functional forms
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Example: Highest educational qualification
is a particularly ambiguous measure of
socio-economic situation because of its
strong relation to birth cohort and gender

Poverty

Social scientific challenge: Many studies are inconsistent in how they measure or understand socio-economic
circumstances. There is advice from NSI’s (National Statistical Institutions), and academic methodologists, on the best
way to measure important socio-economic concepts (e.g. ‘social class’, poverty, social status), yet:
 Researchers are often unware of relevant recommendations
 Researchers sometimes choose not to - or lack the data to - implement best practice
 … and recommenders disagree with each other and give inconsistent advice
UK LFS 2010 (cohabiting and 25+yrs)
TSO challenge: Should understand socio-economics of TSO members, & participants/users, but:
 For many TSO’s these also interact substantially with life-course stage
M
Metadata comment:
Operationalising many
alternative socio-economic
measures makes sense –
but linking the data and
metadata is not easy!
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Source: BHPS 2015. Bars show correlation statistic between socio-economic indicator and outcome. Vol./Soc. activity= active role in pol. party; evn. org.; parents assoc.; tenants assoc.; vol. serv.; org. for: pens., youth, community, social, WI.
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Some practical FAQ’s
Q: What’s the best way to measure social class? A: Methodologists favour standardised occupationbased measures such as the NS-SEC class scheme based on SOC2010.
Q: That sounds hard; can’t I use something else? A: All sorts of things are sometimes used to measure
class, e.g. education, tenure, asset ownership, area profile. It is best if you can justify, and clearly
document, whatever non-standard measure you choose.
Q: What’s the best measure if my target group is mostly old or young? A: For older: occupation,
tenure, assets. For younger: Education, occupation, consumption. For nobody: Area profile.
Q: It still sounds hard to use occupations? A: It’s a little easier than it seems: Use a standard tool to
code to an occupation unit group (e.g. 5), then a standard translation code to go from occupations
to the measure (e.g.6).
Q: What should be done for people who don’t have occupations? A: Methodologists suggest the best
approach is: (i) allocate by the occupation of the ‘dominant’ economic position in the household;
(ii) use the most recent job if there isn’t a current job; (iii) use the occupation of a significant alter,
such as spouse or parent
Q: Aren’t there more important socio-economic measures than occupation-based ones? A: Probably
not ;-) But there are lots of other interesting socio-economic concepts and measures. There are
recommendations and methodological literatures on things such as the best way to measure and
analyse income, wealth, housing situation, consumption, poverty, human capital, social capital and
regional economic profile (e.g. 1, 2, 3).

8 handy sources for advice and guidance on socio-economic measures in the UK

www.thinkdata.org.uk
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Source: BHPS adults in Britain, 1991, current job of those in work (16yrs+).
SOC90 plot shows range of occupational unit groups (with 'jittering'). NS-SEC & CAMSIS plots show proportion of cases.
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